
Abnormal for Microsoft 365

Advanced
Attack Detection
Stop attacks your SEG 
misses, like business email 
compromise, account 
takeovers, and more.

Better Visibility to 
Spot Security Gaps
Strengthen your security posture by 
identifying employees, apps, and 
vendors with high-risk behavioral 
patterns or configuration drift.

The native protection of Microsoft 365 acts 
as your front line of defense against everyday 
threats. Microsoft analyzes reputation, 
heuristics, definitions, and other known bad 
signals to detect phishing, spam, graymail, 
and malware attacks, with its phishing 
detection iteratively enhanced by ML/AI.

Identify Known Bad  
and Similar to Known Bad

Model Known Good  
to Identify Anomalies
Abnormal complements Microsoft’s built-in security 
to provide comprehensive protection against threats 
and unwanted mail. Abnormal’s advanced AI/ML 
engine analyzes thousands of signals—including 
content tone and urgency, interaction patterns, 
user titles, and authentication activity—to baseline 
known good behavior and detect anomalies.

• Reputation
• Definitions
• Signature

• Identity
• Behavior
• Relationship

• Cadence
• NLP/NLU
• Computer Vision

Fastest Path to 
Complete Protection
Streamlined management 
for Microsoft and Abnormal, 
plus native Outlook experience 
for users.

Complement native Microsoft defenses with precise, behavioral analysis-based 
protection against attacks via email and collaboration applications.

Together, Abnormal and Microsoft provide better protection 
from the full spectrum of email attacks.

Abnormal Cloud Email Security Benefits

The Solution: Abnormal + Microsoft

Improves Email Security Posture

Abnormal improves the risk posture of cloud email 
environments by helping security teams understand 
and take action on configuration gaps–without 
manual efforts, spreadsheets, or PowerShell scripts.
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• Heuristics
• Malware Sandbox
• Phish Sandbox
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Try Abnormal Today 
Integrate within minutes via one-click API, with no disruption to mail flow. No 
changes to your email configuration or custom policies required. Also Available on Azure Marketplace

abnormalsecurity.com/risk

Simplifies Email Security Architecture

Abnormal simplifies email and security architecture, 
eliminating the complexity of secure email gateways. 
Our modern, cloud-native solution integrates via API 
and deploys in minutes. No policies, transport rules, or 
change of MX records are required.

Protects Your Microsoft Teams Messages  
and Accounts

Abnormal monitors communication across group 
chats, teams, channels and direct messages to identify 
suspicious URLs and compromised accounts. It also 
dynamically monitors global admins and alerts security 
teams of changes that may indicate a threat.

Automates SOC Operations

Abnormal fully automates email triage, remediation, 
and reporting, bringing together all auto-detected and 
user-reported threats into a single interface. 

Analysts can use search and respond functionality to 
rapidly contain missed attacks or misdirected emails. 
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